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           About the Author

My name is John Derrick.  Over the past 30 years, my family, 
friends and I have made thousands of wreaths and garlands 

using my professionally dehydrated fruit, hand drilled 
cinnamon sticks and select Turkish bay leaves.  We have sold 
our unique wreaths and garlands at events in every region of 

the United States and through mail order.  I have built my 
business by meeting people at Art and Craft Shows, Trade 
Shows, Home and Garden Shows, Holiday Gift Shows, Art 
and Wine Festivals and Harvest Festivals, as well as many 

other events.  

Now, using my Step by Step Guide, How t o Make Beaut ifu l 
Wreat hs and Gar lands, you can build one of my beautiful 

wreaths or garlands yourself.  This is the perfect DIY Project  
for yourself, church group, crafting class, Scout group, 

fundraisers and the list goes on.  

I am also offering kits containing the raw materials for you to 
build your own wreath or garland or use the raw materials to 

design your own creation.  

www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com  



Introduction

Almost every weekend, I set up shop and sell the beautiful 
wreaths and garlands that are shown in this booklet.  

Below is a picture of my products displayed in my booth 
at a recent outdoor festival.

Included in my product line are these beautiful wreaths and 
garlands, one pound bags of my hand packed potpourri, (our 
proprietary blends accented with my beautifully dehydrated 

fruit), along with refresher oils to scent our potpourri, 
garlands or wreaths.

www.t hrut hegardenw indow.com



     You Can Make These Yourself!!!

        www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com



                       Wreaths
Over the years, we have made many different designs and 

chose to produce the Applejack, Orange Blossom and Santa 
Fe Wreaths designs for my craft show and mail order 

business.      

These are my best sellers.  An Applejack Wreath is made 
with sliced Extra Fancy Red Delicious apples that give the 
wreath a deep red tone.  Our Orange Blossom Wreath is 

made with sliced California Valencia oranges that provide a 
burst of orange color.  The Santa Fe Wreath is made with 

both apples and oranges to give it a beautiful color 
combination.  Each of our wreaths are created using my 

dehydrated fruit, drilled cinnamon sticks, Turkish bay leaves 
and finished off with a beautiful handmade raffia bow.  Each 
finished wreath is approximately 12 inches in diameter.  Pick 
out your favorite design(s) and order your kit(s) today!  Kits 

are available at: 

 www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com

               

        

 

       Applejack Wreath                      Orange Blossom Wreath                      Santa Fe Wreath



This is a closeup of my Applejack Wreath design.  It is made 
with my dehydrated apple slices, drilled cinnamon sticks and 
Turkish bay leaves.  Each of my wreaths are finished with a 
handmade raffia bow, which is looped onto the wreath and 

may be used as a hanger. 

    Make this beautiful wreath yourself! Step by Step 
Instructions are shown later in this guide.  Kits to build one 

yourself are available at:

 www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com .   



Make this beautiful wreath yourself! Step by Step 
Instructions are shown later in this guide. Kits to build one 

yourself are available at:

www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com   

  This is a closeup of my Orange Blossom Wreath design.  
It is made with my dehydrated orange slices,  drilled 
cinnamon sticks and Turkish bay leaves.  Each of my 

wreaths are finished with a handmade raffia bow, which 
is looped onto the wreath and may be used as a hanger.  



  

 This is a closeup of my Santa Fe Wreath design.  It is made 
with my dehydrated apples AND oranges, drilled 

cinnamon sticks and Turkish bay leaves.  Each of my 
wreaths are finished with a handmade raffia bow, which is 

looped onto the wreath and may be used as a hanger.  

Make this beautiful wreath yourself!  Step by Step 
Instructions are shown later in this guide.  Kits to build 

one yourself are available at:

www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com  



  Garlands
   Over the years, we have made many different designs 

and chose to produce the Applejack, Orange Blossom and 
Santa Fe Garland designs for my craft show and mail order 

business.

       Applejack Garland                  Orange Blossom Garland                   Santa Fe Garland 

My garlands are very unique.  The Applejack Garland is made 
with sliced Extra Fancy Red Delicious apples that give the 
garland a deep red tone.  Our Orange Blossom Garland is 

made with sliced California Valencia oranges that provide a 
burst of orange color.  A Santa Fe Garland has both apples and 

oranges to give a beautiful color combination.   Each of my 
garlands are created using my dehydrated fruit,  drilled 

cinnamon sticks, Turkish bay leaves and finished off with a 
small raffia bow and loop for a hanger.  Each finished garland is 
approximately 18 inches long.  Pick out your favorite design(s) 

and order your kit(s) today!  Kits are available at:

                             www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com



This is a closeup of my 
Applejack Garland.  It is 
made using my dehydrated 
apple slices, drilled 
cinnamon sticks and Turkish 
bay leaves.  Each garland is 
finished off with a small 
raffia bow and loop for  
hanging.

Make this beautiful garland 
yourself!  Step by step 
instructions are shown later 
in this guide.  Kits to build 
one yourself are available at:

   
www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com

       Applejack  Gar land



  Orange Blossom  Gar land

This is a closeup of my 
Orange Blossom Garland.  It 
is made using my 
dehydrated orange slices, 
drilled cinnamon sticks and 
Turkish bay leaves.  Each 
garland is finished off with 
a small raffia bow and a 
loop for hanging.  

Make this beautiful garland 
yourself!  Step by step 
instructions are shown later 
in this guide.    Kits to build 
one yourself are available 
at:  

 
www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com



       Sant a Fe Gar land

This is a closeup of my Santa 
Fe Garland.  It is made using 
both dehydrated apples and 
oranges, drilled cinnamon 
sticks and Turkish bay leaves.  
Each garland is finished off 
with a small raffia bow and 
loop for hanging.

Make this beautiful garland 
yourself!  Instructions to make 
your own Santa Fe Garland are 
shown later in this guide.  Kits 
to build one yourself are 
available at:  

 

  www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com



       Inst ruct ions t o Build a Beaut ifu l Wreat h

These instructions will show you how to make an Applejack, Orange Blossom 
or Santa Fe Wreath that you have seen in the photos. 

Im por t ant  Not e:  Whenever you see the word dehydrated fruit in these 
instructions, substitute the name of the dehydrated fruit you will be using.  

           Cont ent s of  an Orange Blossom  Wreat h Kit  

St ep One

Start by organizing your raw materials: 

A.  Make 8 stacks of (3) dehydrat ed f ru it  slices. 

B.  Make a pile of drilled cinnamon sticks. 

C.  Place the bay leaves into a Tupperware type plastic container (3 or 4 
inches square and at least 3 inches high). 

D.  Set your raffia bow aside until your wreath is finished.  



St ep Two

Start by threading 1 stack of (3) dehydrat ed Fruit  slices through the 
pointed end of the wire pushing it around to the other end of the wire 
(the loop end).  

St ep Three

Next, thread a drilled cinnamon stick onto the wire and follow it around 
until it meets up with the dehydrat ed f ru it .

St ep Four  

With the dehydrat ed f ru it  and drilled cinnamon stick already on the wire 
at the loop end, turn the pointed end of the wire face down over the top 
of the container of bay leaves.   

  



St ep Five 

Quickly and forcefully stab the pointed end into the stack of bay 
leaves multiple times, in order to collect bay leaves on wire.  Push 
bay leaves around wire to meet up with drilled cinnamon stick and 
continue until 1 to 1.5 inches of bay leaves are packed tight next to a 
drilled cinnamon stick. 



St ep Six

Next, thread another drilled cinnamon stick on wire and push it 
around wire until it is tight against the bay leaves.

REPEAT THESE STEPS 7 MORE TIMES UNTIL WIRE IS FULL

Not e: For  t he Sant a Fe Wreat h, alt ernat e t hreading t he st acks 
of  apple and orange slices

The following details the order materials should be placed on wire:

(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit   Slices 
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices 
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices 
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices

Im por t ant  Not e:  Remember that each section of bay leaves 
should be 1 to 1.5 inches thick.   Also, there should be six pieces of 
dehydrated fruit that come together to at the start/ finish point.



At the top of your wreath, you will attach the raffia bow.  Hold loop 
in one hand and the bow in the other, as shown.  Force the middle 
of the loop end through the bay leaves until it hits the wire, then 
wrap the loop around and feed the end of it into itself (through the 
loop). Pull it t ight until the bow is secure and the wreath can hang 
from the loop.     

St ep Eight

St ep Seven

Hold the loop end of the wreath in one hand.  Using a pair of pliers 
with the other hand, slightly bend the sharp pointed end of wire, and 
then hook it into the loop end.  Crimp the sharp end down, closing it.  
Slide the (6) dehydrat ed f ru it  slices over the connection point. This 
is t he bot t om  of  your  w reat h.



Congrat ulat ions

If you have followed my instructions, you have now completed a beautiful 
wreath.  Not e: Any loose bay leaves (that did not make it through the wire), 
may be pulled or trimmed as desired for a more rustic or uniform look.

Please remember that we offer kits and materials to make wreaths on our 
website:  www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com .  If  you have quest ions or  need 
help, please cont act  m e at : info@pot pour r ionast r ing.com

            A Finished Orange Blossom  Wreat h 

Hom e Fragrance

Thousands of our customers use these wreaths to deliver fragrance in their 
home with Potpourri on a String.  Simply place your wreath into a plastic 
grocery bag (trash liners work great), scent it with your favorite fragrance 
oil, let it soak in the bag overnight and then hang it up again the next day. 
You may treat them as often as you like and keep the fragrance as light or 
as strong as desired.  We offer refresher oils on our website.  As we like to 
say, Home Fragrance and Beauty from Nature.  



        Inst ruct ions t o Build a Beaut ifu l  Gar land

These instructions will show you how to make an Applejack, Orange Blossom 
or Santa Fe garland that you have seen in the photos.    

Im por t ant  Not e:  Whenever you see the word dehydrat ed f ru it  in these   
instructions, substitute the name of the dehydrat ed f ru it  you will be using.    

St ep One

Start by organizing your raw materials:

A.  Make 8 stacks of (3) dehydrat ed f ru it  slices.

B.  Make a pile of drilled cinnamon sticks.  

C.  Place the bay leaves into a Tupperware type container (3 or 4 
inches square and at least 3 inches high).  

D.  Set out your raffia bows.   

        Cont ent s of  an Orange Blossom  Gar land Kit *

                * Small raffia bows not pictured



St ep Three 

Thread a drilled cinnamon stick onto the needle and slide it down 
the string to the opposite end with the bow.  

The string will come with a loop on one end.  On the other end, thread 
the needle.  Then thread one of the small raffia bows by stabbing it 
through the knot of the bow and slide it down the string to the loop end. 

St ep Two



Phot o show ing put t ing bay leaves ont o needle

St ep Four

With the sharp end of the needle, quickly and forcefully stab into the 
container of bay leaves multiple times, in order to collect bay leaves on the 
needle. Slide the bay leaves down the string meeting up with the drilled 
cinnamon stick. Repeat until 1" to 1.5" inches of bay leaves are packed tight 
next to a cinnamon stick .



St ep Seven

Thread another drilled cinnamon stick, then one more section of bay 
leaves, and then one more drilled cinnamon stick at the end.

St ep Six

Thread 1 stack of (3) dehydrat ed f ru it  slices through the needle and 
slide it down tight against the drilled cinnamon stick. 

REPEAT THESE STEPS 7 MORE TIMES

Not e: For  Sant a Fe Gar land, alt ernat e t hreading t he st acks of  
apple and orange slices.

St ep Five

Thread another drilled cinnamon stick after your bay leaves are in position.  
Then slide the drilled cinnamon stick down the string until it is tight against 
the section of bay leaves.   

The following details the order materials should be placed on string:

Raffia Bow
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit   Slices 
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 

Order of Materials to Make Garland (con't)

(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices 
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices 
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices



Order of Materials to Make Garland (con't)

(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices 
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices 
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
(3) Dehydrat ed Fruit  Slices
Cinnamon Stick 
Bay Leaves 
Cinnamon Stick 
Raffia Bow

St ep Eight

To finish off the garland, thread the other small raffia bow by stabbing it 
through the knot of the bow and slide it tight against the last drilled 
cinnamon stick.  



St ep Nine

Finally, slip the needle off the string.  Then tie a knot in the string against 
the last drilled cinnamon stick and trim the string tail.  You may now turn 
your garland over and hang it from its loop end.



Congrat ulat ions

If you have followed my instructions, you have now completed a beautiful 
garland.  Not e:  Any loose bay leaves (that did not make it through the 
needle), may be pulled or trimmed as desired for a more rustic or uniform 
look.

Please remember that we offer kits and materials to make garlands on our 
website: www.pot pour r ionast r ing.com . If you have any questions or need 
help, please email me at: in fo@pot pour r ionast r ing.com  

Hom e Fragrance

Thousands of our customers use these garlands to deliver fragrance in their 
home with Potpourri on a String.  Simply place your garland in a plastic 
grocery bag (trash liners work great), scent it with your favorite fragrance oil, 
let it soak in the bag overnight and then hang it up again the next day. You 
may treat them as often as you like and keep the fragrance as light or as 
strong as desired.  We offer refresher oils on our website.  As we like to say, 
Home Fragrance and Beauty from Nature.  

Pot pour r i on a St r ing                  
Las Vegas, Nevada   89115          
Call or Text (702) 236-4696          
www.potpourrionastring.com      
info@potpourrionastring.com

            A Finished Applejack  Gar land
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